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but the rest of the landscape was much the same as we had
seen from the eminence already mentioned, except that we
now had a distant view of the Barq al Samr uplands south of
the Jabrin basin. So, with judgment still suspended as
between Suwid and Major Cheesman, we marched west-
south-west and then more south-west on the line indicated
by the former. My companions made no secret of their agi-
tation at my hypercritical attitude towards their geogra-
phical contributions, but a second Jerboa obligingly appeared
to change the trend of their thoughts and a wild chase,
greeted by chaotic laughter, ended in the capture of the
jinking quarry.
We marched at first over a rough and dirty patch of salt-
flat and then in an easy, gently undulating tract of sand and
gravel, towards which the steppe desert ran down in a series
of low, degenerate, echeloned tongues. Passing by the end
of the chalky sandstone ridge of Al Usba', with a hillock
called Al Thaniya far to our right and the headland of
Khashm Na'aiyim to our right front, we rode on over
more undulating sand and gravel to a plain strewn with
broken fragments of flint or chert, among which I could
detect no sign of ancient artifacts.
From a low hillock in this tract they pointed out to me
the two ridges of Jawamir between which the Hasa road
runs down into the Jabrin basin, whose vague blur of vege-
tation lay before us with the setting sun in our faces. There,
said 'Ali, are the Mubarrazat (a line of low rocky hummocks)
whither the Arabs of Jabrin go to camp, fleeing from the
fever. They cannot live in the midst of the palms, where the
ague falls upon them that they die. It was ever thus here,
but Hamad ibn MuradhdJiaf1 planted his colony at the edge
of the palms in the fever-heat of the new religion. He is
gone now, God have mercy upon him ! and many of those
who settled with him. The rest have fled, leaving their
houses empty, to live in the desert, and they come again
only in the season to glean the dates, which they tend not
at all. They shun the fever as the devil himself.
1 He was Major Cheesman's host in 1924. The guest returned his hos-
pitality by handing down his surname to posterity in the more picturesque
form of Maradvath. In Unknown Arabia, p. 247.

